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Using QTAIM we show that the hydrogen bonding complexes of 5-halogenated-1-methyluracil (XmU; X = F, 

Cl, Br, I or At) with a water molecule were always stronger than the corresponding halogen bonds. The 

strength of the hydrogen bond decreased with increasing halogen size. The hydrogen bonds displayed an 

admixture of covalent character but all the halogen bonds were purely electrostatic in nature. An F---O halogen 

bond was found and was facilitated by an intermediate F---H bonding interaction. The metallicity ξ(rb) of the 

C=O bonds neighboring the hydrogen bonds and of the C-X bonds contiguous with the halogen bonds was 

explored. 
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The hydrogen bond and the halogen bond represent two categories of important noncovalent interactions that 

play prominent roles in experimental and theoretical fields
1–4

. Hydrogen bond and halogen bond interactions 

were initially referred to as “electron donor-acceptor” or “charge transfer” interactions
5,6

. 

Among the various intermolecular interactions hydrogen and halogen bonds
7,8

 are central to biological 

molecular systems
9,10

 and in atomic excitation and ionization phenomena
11

. The directionality is a critical 

property in making hydrogen bonds and halogen bonds so useful in some fields
12,13

. There are two key 

properties that distinguish halogen bonds from hydrogen bonds. The first difference is that for hydrogen bond, 

the hydrogen atom is shared between an atom, group or molecule that ‘donates and another that ‘accepts’ it
14

. 

The second difference is that properties of halogens such as the atom size are significantly different compared 

with those of hydrogen
15

. Similarities and differences of the fundamental intrinsic properties of halogen and 

hydrogen bonds have been extensively studied theoretically
16

. Previously, various properties of 

halogen/hydrogen bonds have been studied including molecular electrostatic potential, bond distance, size and 

polarizability
14,17

.  

Previous energetics studies noted that the nuclear geometries explain the observation that electrophiles tend to 

approach the halogen in the C---Y halogen bond, where Y = Cl, Br or I, in a side-on manner nearly 

perpendicular to the C---Y bond, whereas nucleophiles approach head-on
18,19

. The electron deficiency at the end 

of the halogens, labeled a σ-hole, was attributed as the reason for the observed strong directionality of halogen 

bonds, with halogen bond angles typically between 160º-180º. 

Fluorine is not generally considered to form halogen bonds, explained by the high electronegativity of fluorine 

and its tendency to engage in significant sp hybridization producing an influx of negative charge into the region 

where the positive σ-hole would be
7,8

. There is controversy as to whether organic fluorines can form halogen 

bonds when strongly electronegative substituents are bound to the carbon
9,10,20

 due to fundamental differences 

between these interactions and halogen bonds involving Cl, Br and I
15

. Halogen bonding strength is usually 

found to increase with the size of the halogen
21

. 

In systems where both a halogen and hydrogen bond can be formed there may be competition between the two 

differing interactions. One of the current authors recently studied the competition of hydrogen and halogen 



  

bonding interactions in complexes of 5-halogenated 1-methyluracil with one or two water molecules in the 

binding region between C4-X and C5=O6 (with X = F, Cl, Br, I or At)
22

 see Figure 1, note in the previous 

paper we used a different atom numbering scheme C5-X ≡ C4-X and C4=O4 ≡ C5=O6. In the singly-hydrated 

systems, the water molecule was found to form a hydrogen bond with C5=O6 for all halogens; however, 

structures with a halogen bond between the water oxygen and C4-X were only found for X = Br, I and At.  

In the current investigation we use QTAIM
23

 as the theoretical framework to shed more light on hydrogen and 

halogen bond formation in 5-halogenated 1-methyl-uracil:H2O systems, with the halogen X ={F, Cl, Br, I, At}. 

QTAIM is used to identify critical points in the total electronic charge density distribution ρ(r) by analyzing 

∇ρ(r). These critical points can further be divided into four types of topologically stable critical points 

according to the set of ordered eigenvalues λ1< λ2< λ3, with corresponding eigenvectors e1, e2, e3 of the Hessian 

matrix, i.e. the matrix of partial second derivatives of ρ(r) with respect to the components of r evaluated at these 

points, using classifiers of the form (rank, signature), where the rank is the number of distinct eigenvalues and 

the signature is the sum of their numerical signs. These are denoted as: (3,-3), which are local maxima usually 

corresponding to a nuclear position (NCP), but can be non-nuclear maxima (NNA); other critical points are 

denoted as (3,-1) and (3,+1), which correspond to bond critical point (BCP) and ring critical point (RCP), 

respectively and are both saddle points; finally (3,+3) corresponds to cage critical point (CCP) which is a local 

minimum. The pair of special gradient paths linking a BCP with two nuclei (NCPs) and along which ρ(rb) is a 

maximum with respect to any neighboring path is denoted as an atomic interaction line (AIL)
24

, where the 

subscript ‘b’ denotes the value at the BCP. In the limit that the forces on the nuclei become vanishingly small, 

an AIL becomes a bond-path, although not necessarily a chemical bond
25

. The complete set of critical points 

together with the bond-paths of a molecule or cluster is referred to as the molecular graph. 

The ellipticity, ε provides the relative accumulation of ρ(rb) in the two directions perpendicular to the bond-path 

at a BCP and is defined as ε = |λ1|/|λ2| – 1, where λ1 and λ2 are negative eigenvalues of the corresponding 

Hessian matrix at the BCP
23

. A related quantity to the ellipticity ε for closed-shell interactions is the metallicity 

ξ(rb)
26,27

 of a BCP defined as: 

ξ(rb) =ρ(rb)/∇
2
ρ(rb) ≥ 1            for       ∇2

ρ(rb)  > 0                                                          (1) 



  

In recent work some of the current authors showed that the ξ(rb) is inversely related to “nearsightedness” of the 

first-order density matrix and is suitable for closed-shell systems
28

. In this work we chose to assess the electron 

deficiency by using ξ(rb) instead of σ-holes. 

A BCP will possess shared-shell character before the bond-path is stretched sufficiently to transform the 

chemical character to closed-shell. As the bond-path is stretched the relative rate of decrease of the charge 

density ρ(rb) compared with the Laplacian ∇2
ρ(rb) will be different resulting in a region of metallic character. 

The metallicity ξ(rb) has been used previously to explore suspected metallicity ranges of metals, metalloids and 

non-metals
26,27

. From equation (1), closed-shell BCPs with a degree of metallicity, ξ(rb) ≥ 1 often also possess a 

degree of covalent character, determined from the total local energy density H(rb)
29,30

 that is defined as: 

 

H(rb) = G(rb) + V(rb)           (2) 

 

In equation (2), G(rb) and V(rb) are the local kinetic and potential energy densities at a BCP respectively. A 

value of H(rb) < 0 for the closed-shell interaction, ∇2
ρ(rb) > 0, indicates a BCP with a degree of covalent 

character, this can be acquired from an adjoining shared-shell BCP, that will increase the strength. Conversely 

H(rb) > 0 reveals a lack of covalent character for the closed-shell BCP.  Previously
31,32

, one of us found that the 

unusual strength of the (closed-shell) hydrogen bonds in ice Ih could be explained in terms the donation of 

covalent character from the (shared-shell) O-H sigma bond to the hydrogen bond in agreement with x-ray 

scattering experiment
33

. 

In this work the nomenclature A-B BCP refers to a shared-shell BCP to distinguish from the two classes of 

closed-shell BCPs; A--B BCP possesses a degree of covalent character with H(rb) < 0 and A---B BCP does not 

contain any covalent character possesses H(rb) > 0. We will not calculate bond energies or bond dissociation 

energies in this work either using topological atoms
34

 or BCPs
35–37.  

The 5X-1-methyluracil:H2O energies were computed with the M06-2X functional
38

 using the Gaussian 09 

program
39

. Gaussian’s “ultrafine” integration grid was employed. For systems incorporating F, Cl or Br the 6-

31+G(d) basis set was employed, while for the systems containing I or At the aug-cc-p VDZ-PP basis set, which 



  

includes small-core energy-consistent relativistic pseudo potentials (PP)
40

, was employed to incorporate 

relativistic effects. Relaxed scans were created by varying the C4-X---O16(water) angle in steps of 1°, while all 

other geometrical parameters were freely optimized, see Figure 1. The QTAIM and stress analysis was 

performed with the AIMAll
41

 suite on each wave function obtained along the IRC. 

A schematic of the molecular graphs of the halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O systems indicating the O--H 

hydrogen-bond BCP connectivity as well as the X---O halogen-bond BCP connectivity, where X ={F, Cl, Br, I, 

At} are displayed in Figure 1(a). For a sub-set, Y = {F, Cl, Br}, of the halogens the bond-path switches from 

the oxygen nucleus to the hydrogen nucleus, see Figure 1(b). An example of bond-path switching; F18---O15 

to F---H17 is given in Figure 2(b). No bond-path switching behavior is associated with the hydrogen-bond 

BCPs of any of the halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a)                                                                                      (b) 

 

 

                    

 

                  (c)                                        (d)                             (e) 

Figure 1. A schematic of a selection of the bonding topologies of the halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O molecular graphs, 

where X ={F, Cl, Br, I, At} and Y ={F, Cl, Br}, are presented in sub-figures (a) and (b) respectively. The undecorated 

green and red spheres represent the bond critical points (BCPs) and ring critical points (RCPs) respectively. The bond-path 

lengths (BPL) in a.u. of the hydrogen-bond BCPs and halogen-bond BCPs are shown in sub-figures (c) and (d-e) 

respectively. Note that the atom numbering scheme in sub-figure (a-b) differs from that used in the previous 



  

investigation
22

.  

 

The hydrogen-bond BCP bond-path lengths (BPL) are considerably shorter than the corresponding X---O 

halogen-bond BCP bond-paths, see Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d-e) respectively. The persistence of the 

hydrogen-bond BCPs with the reaction coordinate φ before the hydrogen-bond BCPs rupture decreases with the 

size of the halogen with F having the most persistent hydrogen-bond BCP with increase in the reaction 

coordinate φ. With the exception of the F---O BCP all of the halogen X---O BCPs persist for more of the 

reaction coordinate φ than do the hydrogen-bond BCPs indicating that the hydrogen-bond BCPs rupture more 

readily than the halogen bond BCPs. A simple relation however, between the persistence of the halogen X---O 

BCPs and halogen size, with the reaction coordinate φ is not found. 

A negative value of the local energy density H(rb) for a closed-shell BCP indicates a degree of covalent 

character and is associated with cooperative polarization effects
29,30

.The hydrogen-bond BCPs and halogen-

bond BCPs are indicated by circles and squares in Figure 2, respectively. It can be seen that the hydrogen-bond 

BCPs possess H(rb) < 0 only for Y = {F, Cl, Br}, with the degree of covalent character F > Cl > Br, see Figure 

2(a). The strength of the hydrogen-bond BCP in terms of H(rb) < 0 therefore was found to depend on the choice 

of X; this is in contrast to earlier work that found little dependence on the choice of X on the strength of the 

hydrogen bond
22

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                       (b)                                             (c) 

Figure 2. The variation of the total local energy density H(rb) in a.u. along the reaction coordinate φ for the halogen-bond 

BCP and hydrogen-bond BCP of the halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O molecular graphs. 

 



  

All of the halogen-bond BCPs possess positive values of H(rb); therefore none possess any degree of covalent 

character and will be purely electrostatic in chemical character and therefore will not couple to the neighboring 

C4-X/C4--X BCP. The smooth switching of the bond-path associated with the F18---O15 BCP to that of the 

bond-path of the F18---H17 BCP H(rb) values is clearly evident, see Figure 2(b). It can be noted that the F18---

O15 BCP and associated bond-path only exists in the range of reaction coordinate φ, 123.0º ≤ φ ≤ 130.0º. The 

halogen-bond X---O BCP becomes more established along the reaction coordinate φ for X = Cl and Br, 

conversely the ‘intermediate’ Y---H BCP is less present along the reaction coordinate φ with increase in 

halogen size until I and At where there is no Y---H BCP. 

If we consider the nearest neighbor of the hydrogen-bond BCP, that is the C5--O6 BCP, we find the unusual 

situation that the C5--O6 BCP has positive values of the Laplacian ∇2
ρ(rb), i.e. a closed-shell BCP, and large 

negative values of the total local density H(rb), which would be expected from a shared-shell BCP, see Figure 

3. 

 

Figure 3. The variation of the total local energy density H(rb) in a.u. 

along the reaction coordinate φ for the C5--O6 BCPs of halogenated 

1-methyluracil: H2O molecular graphs. See the caption of Figure 2 

for further details. 

 

 

 

 

It can be seen that the values of H(rb) of the C5--O6 BCP become less negative with increase in halogen size 

from F to At; this indicates a weakening of the C5--O6 closed-shell BCP. If we now consider the metallicity 

ξ(rb) along the reaction coordinate φ for the C5--O6 BCPs we see that for the F, Cl and Br halogenated 1-

methyluracil:H2O there is considerably more metallicity ξ(rb) than is present in the C5--O6 BCPs of the I and At 

halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O molecular graphs.  



  

Figure 4. The variation of the metallicity ξ(rb) along the reaction 

coordinate φ for the C5--O6 BCPs of halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O 

molecular graphs. See the caption of Figure 2 for further details. 

 

 

 

 

The lack of covalent character in the halogen X---O BCPs results in a lack of coupling with the nearest neighbor 

C4-X/C4--X BCPs. If coupling of the X---O BCP and C4-X/C4--X BCPs were present then the H(rb) values of 

the halogen X---O BCPs would be expected to reflect trends of the C4-X/C4--X BCPs. The H(rb) values the 

minima occur varies by almost an order of magnitude for the C4-X/C4--X BCPs in Figure 5. Conversely, the 

range of values of H(rb) of the hydrogen-bond BCPs is well within an order of magnitude, similar to that of the 

neighboring C5--O6 BCPs, due to the presence of coupling of the hydrogen-bond BCPs with the C5--O6 BCPs, 

see Figure 2(a) and Figure 3.  

(a)                                            (b)                                            (c) 

 

 

    

(d)                                           (e) 



  

Figure 5. The variation of the total local energy density H(rb) in a.u. along the reaction coordinate φ for the C4-X/C4--X 

BCPs of halogenated 1-methyluracil: H2O molecular graphs. See the caption of Figure 2 for further details. 

  

Significant metallicity ξ(rb), i.e. ξ(rb) > 1 for the C4--X BCP is only observed for the C4--I BCP and C4--At 

BCP, see Figure 6. We also notice the consequence of the absence of covalent character in the C4--X BCP in 

terms of the range of values and changing sign (-/+) of the ξ(rb) values of the C4-X/C4--X BCPs, e.g. ξ(rb) < 0 

for the C4-C18 BCP and the C4-Br18 BCP, see Figure 6(b-c) but ξ(rb) > 0  for the remaining  C4--X BCPs and 

Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(d-e).  

 

  (a)                                           (b)                                           (c) 

 

 

 

                                   

 

   

(d)                                                    (e) 

Figure 6. The variation of the metallicity ξ(rb) along the reaction coordinate φ for the C4--X  BCP of halogenated 1-

methyluracil: H2O molecular graphs. See the caption of Figure 2 for further details. 

 

Using QTAIM to complement a previous energy-based approach
22

, we investigated the hydrogen and halogen 

bonding in the region between the C4-X/C4--X BCP and the C5--O6 BCP and associated bond-paths in the 5-

halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O molecular graphs with X = F, Cl, Br, I or At. For all X the water molecule was 



  

found to form both hydrogen-bond BCPs and halogen-bond BCPs. The hydrogen-bond BCPs were found to be 

relatively stronger on the basis of negative values of H(rb) but ruptured more readily, since they exist for a 

smaller portion of the reaction coordinate φ, than the halogen-bond X---O BCPs with the exception of the F---O 

BCP, providing insights into the complexity of the competition between these bonding interactions. 

The hydrogen-bond BCPs in the F-, Cl- and Br- containing halogenated molecular graphs were found to have 

mixed chemical character since H(rb) < 0,  in contrast to the X---O halogen-bond BCPs that were all found to 

be purely electrostatic in character since H(rb) > 0. The hydrogen-bond BCPs in all cases were found to be 

stronger, on the basis of negative values of H(rb), than the halogen-bond BCPs. The additional strength of the 

hydrogen-bond BCPs can be explained by the presence of negative H(rb) values that enabled coupling with the 

neighboring C5--O6 BCPs that then ‘donated’ a degree of covalent character. The strength of the hydrogen-

bond BCPs decreased with increase in size of the halogen. A weaker trend was found for the nearest neighbor 

C5--O6 BCP explainable in part by the lack of covalent character present for the hydrogen-bond BCPs with X = 

I and At. The halogen-bond X---O BCPs for X = Br, I and At strengthened with increase in halogen size. 

Conversely, the neighboring C4-X/C4--X BCP weakened with increase in halogen size, the lack of consistency 

between the X---O BCPs and the C4-X/C4--X BCPs can be explained by the lack of coupling due to the 

presence of positive H(rb) values for the X---O BCPs. 

The controversial F---O halogen BCP only existed for a very small range of values, 123.0º ≤ φ ≤ 130.0º and 

away from the location minimum value at φ ≈ 150º in the total local energy density H(rb), providing an 

explanation as to why the F---O halogen bond was thought not to exist. The ‘intermediate’ F---H BCP and 

associated bond-path could be demonstrated to facilitate the creation of the F---O halogen-bond BCP. 

Intermediate Y---H BCPs were only found for Y = F, Cl and Br, although were only present to a significant 

extent for the F 5-halogenated 1-methyluracil:H2O molecular graph. Only the F, Cl and Br halogenated 

molecular graphs contained stronger hydrogen-bond BCPs i.e. with a degree of covalent character, H(rb) < 0. 

The decrease in metallicity ξ(rb) of the hydrogen-bond BCP neighboring C5--O6 BCP with increase in halogen 

size could explain the lack of ‘intermediate’ Y---H BCPs for the heavier halogens; I and At. 
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 From QTAIM, hydrogen bonds were always found to be stronger than the corresponding halogen bonds 

in complexes of 5-halogenated-1-methyl-uracil:H2O systems, X ={F, Cl, Br, I, At}. 

 

 Hydrogen bonding displayed an admixture of covalent and purely electrostatic character. 

 

 All halogen bonds were found to be purely electrostatic. 

 

 The strength of the hydrogen bond decreased with increasing halogen size.  

 

 An F---O halogen bond was found and was facilitated by an intermediate F---H bonding interaction.  

 

 

 

 

  



  

 

 


